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PropTech is a disruptive force that is reshaping both the field of 
architecture and the built environment itself. Originally emerging 
during the late 1990s dot-com boom as a software development sector, 
PropTech has now matured into a powerful catalyst for change. The global 
PropTech market is poised for significant growth, and its impact is evident 
across various sectors, including residential and commercial properties.

This impact is seen through a diverse range of products, services, 
and functions, encompassing:

1. Innovation in geospatial data;

2. The adoption of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR);

3. The integration of Building Information Modelling (BIM);

4. Utilisation of property management software;

5. Advancements in 3D printing for construction;

6. The development of digital engagement tools for urban planners;

7. Implementation of smart home technology and the Internet of Things (IoT).

For architects, this technological wave opens up new avenues for enhancing design, 
boosting efficiency, and championing sustainability in their projects.

This guide explores how architects can harness the potential of PropTech and seamlessly 
integrate it into their work, enabling them to stay at the forefront of innovation in the evolving 
field of architecture

VU.CITY London
Zone of Theoretical View

https://www.globest.com/2023/08/10/research-firm-estimates-cagr-9-3-proptech-growth-over-next-10-years/?slreturn=20230819043123#:~:text=The%20big%20uses%20have%20been,%2C%20and%205.6%25%20in%20Japan.
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The way architects operate is evolving, driven by contemporary 
challenges such as sustainability, energy and material costs. 
It’s fundamental for building designs to meet rigorous criteria 
if they are to gain approval and become completed projects.

Enhanced collaboration facilitated by BIM and 3D modelling sets higher benchmarks for 
industry practices. The shared clarity and visibility among developers, architects, and 
stakeholders pave the way for better building outcomes.

As property technology continues to develop, it will give architects new opportunities 
to integrate it seamlessly into their processes, from conceptual design to delivery:

● AR and VR are transforming how architects envision, capture and promote 
their transformational visions to stakeholders and end users.

● AI enables critical analysis of big data to inform building design and 
decision-making.

● Dedicated apps and platforms support streamlined project management 
and collaboration.

The advantages of PropTech will only grow, significantly impacting various aspects 
such as enhancing design precision, lowering costs, boosting efficiency, and expediting 
decision-making processes. As a result, PropTech is driving a transformation in architecture 
and the built environment.

How PropTech is Helping 
Architects to Progress
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AR and VR Immersive 
Experiences in Architecture

Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are transforming how 
architects undertake and complete projects. This technology turns 
traditional CAD models into immersive, 3D experiences. It bridges the 
gap between vision and reality – AR and VR enable photorealist project 
visualisation in real-time.

Not only can architects visualise how their designs will look out in the world with far greater 
accuracy, but they can view these models from multiple angles as if they were standing on 
the physical site.

How are architects applying AR and VR practically in their work? There are several 
major functions:

● Creating prototypes
● Project visualisation
● Modelling sustainable solutions
● Conducting virtual tours.

AR and VR technologies empower architects to move beyond mere design visualisation, 
allowing them to envision how people will actually inhabit and interact with their designs. 
These technologies provide essential context.

This is a decisive benefit of VU.CITY, a 3D digital planning and design tool tailored to assist 
architects in comprehending the "what," "where," and "when" aspects of their proposed 
designs. This tool achieves this by situating the designs within the broader context of 
neighbouring developments and entire cityscapes. Architects can use VU.CITY to gain 
insights into how their work aligns with existing urban plans and the future context. VU.CITY 
not only visualises these aspects but also quantifies, analyses, and captures the anticipated 
impacts of a proposed development.

https://www.vu.city/how-it-works
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Maximising Efficiency with BIM

Building information modelling is the cornerstone of the built 
environment’s digital transformation.

BIM had long been a concept before becoming a reality. The first practical tool for 
modelling buildings dates back to the late 1970s when Chuck Eastman invented BDS 
(building description system). BDS was a computer system for modifying design and 
construction information to support building drawings.

Since then, BIM has made huge strides towards becoming an essential tool for design and 
collaboration on construction projects. Before BIM, architects used 2D CAD designs to work 
towards 3D representations of their design concepts. But with BIM, they can speed up the 
process rapidly, producing accurate 3D models that accurately render form, materials and 
other critical structural and mechanical elements.

This capability is hugely valuable as a collaborative and communication tool to accelerate 
decision-making. It gives stakeholders and partners complete visibility, supports quality 
control and minimises delays.

Architects can use VU.CITY to evaluate the visual impact of their designs to prepare planning 
applications. For example, when considering the impact of a roof extension on a Grade II 
listed building in Leeds.

Local authorities, too, are rapidly recognising the value of AR and VR in validating 
planning requirements and considering design impact in their planning – the Royal Borough 
of Kensington and Chelsea has explored the optimal height for the future development of 
Earls Court using VU.CITY.

https://www.vu.city/applications-index/priestly-design-massing-study
https://www.vu.city/applications-index/priestly-design-massing-study
https://www.vu.city/applications-index/rbkc-capacity-study-for-earls-court
https://www.vu.city/applications-index/rbkc-capacity-study-for-earls-court
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Sustainability and IoT Integration

We’ve entered the era of the smart building. Smart buildings are 
transforming how we interact with the built environment, just as 
they are revolutionising building design and construction.

The smart building uses advanced technology to enhance its efficiency and support its 
functionality. Naturally, this precision-driven building control supports sustainability, with 
AI monitoring and measuring energy consumption and optimising systems.

The practical delivery method for this is the Internet of Things (IoT) – interconnected 
applications and control systems embedded with software and sensors. Increasingly, 
building design integrates these applications. Sensors in the smart building collect and 
analyse real-time information and use it to regulate building conditions through automation.

These functions are extensive and sophisticated, covering:

● Climate control
● CO monitoring
● Energy use
● Lighting
● Security and access
● Predictive maintenance.

IoT-driven smart building technology has the potential to enhance energy efficiency, 
lower maintenance expenses, and optimise building utilisation. Yet, the advantages 
extend beyond economic gains, as these intelligent buildings also prioritise the comfort 
and security of their occupants.
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VU.CITY London Ofcom 
Broadband Speed

Architects must recognise the profound implications of this technology. They are tasked 
with determining the most effective ways to incorporate IoT capabilities into their designs, 
thereby delivering on sustainability goals. PropTech plays a pivotal role in facilitating this 
integration through several essential components:

1. Connectivity: This entails establishing a robust Ethernet infrastructure and WiFi 
network within the building.

2. IoT Sensors: These sensors communicate through the building's designated access 
points, collecting and transmitting vital data.

3. Analytics: Software is essential for gathering and distributing information gathered 
by the sensors, making it actionable.

4. Interface: Users require a user-friendly system for interacting with the smart 
building’s technology, enabling them to harness its full potential.

By effectively integrating these components, architects can ensure that their designs align 
with sustainability objectives while embracing the transformative capabilities of IoT and 
PropTech in creating smarter, more efficient, and user-centric buildings.
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St Paul’s Height Grid 
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Data-driven Decision Making 
in Architectural Design

Architectural projects within the built environment are growing 
increasingly intricate, posing fresh challenges for architects. These 
challenges encompass a spectrum of issues including climate change, 
economic fluctuations, and the pressures of a growing population.

However, the realm of cutting-edge property technology offers architects a valuable asset: 
data. Data not only provides crucial insights but also underpins informed decision-making. 
Consequently, technology is fundamentally reshaping how architects operate, emphasising 
a shift towards data-driven decision-making.

In the world of building software applications and systems, data has long been a driving 
force behind decision-making processes. Yet, the transformation lies in the evolving 
landscape of data accessibility, analysis, and its application, particularly in how architects 
conceive and design physical structures within the built environment.

A prime illustration of this transformation is evident in the context of masterplans. 
Architects engaged in designing individual new buildings or participating in regeneration 
projects within urban settings often do so within the broader framework of a strategic plan.

Examples of such plans include The London Plan 2021. The broader planning context can 
have a profound influence on individual design decisions. 

The VU.CITY application not only provides architects with essential data concerning their 
surroundings, including building height regulations and proposed designs but goes a step 
further. It transforms this data into immersive 3D city renderings, bringing the information 
to life.

This technology empowers architects to visualise their projects within their intended context, 
enabling them to make well-informed decisions during the planning and design phases.

https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/london-plan-2021
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LVMF in 
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The Future of PropTech for Architects

Digital tools, much like any other tools, yield success based on their 
application. For architects, PropTech introduces a fresh arsenal of 
supportive tools. However, the real question is, how will these tools 
shape the future of architecture? To what extent will they revolutionise 
the architectural profession?

Architects are confronted with the challenge of translating their creative concepts into 
practical, real-world solutions amidst external pressures and influences. PropTech has the 
potential to address these challenges comprehensively. It equips architects with profound, 
data-driven insights, facilitating the testing of designs under demanding conditions before 
progressing further.

Furthermore, PropTech fosters collaborative opportunities that can position architects at 
the core of construction projects. This enables close communication with developers, 
stakeholders, and builders in real-time as projects unfold. Additionally, it empowers 
architects to seamlessly integrate practical sustainability measures into their designs, 
courtesy of the rich, actionable data it provides.

In essence, PropTech is poised to enhance the competitiveness of architects by ushering in 
an era of pragmatic insight and knowledge, enabling the design of sustainable buildings and 
future-ready cities.

So, what should architects be on the lookout for in the realm of PropTech developments? 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) stands as the pivotal element in technology that will not only 
support but also transform architectural practices. Furthermore, access to critical data will 
empower architects to more accurately predict costs, manage budgets, and secure work 
through meticulously calculated proposals. This transformative potential highlights the 
importance of staying abreast of the latest advancements in PropTech.
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How Can Architects Unlock 
the Potential of PropTech?

The future has arrived, and revolutionary PropTech tools are readily 
accessible to architects. These tools have the potential to elevate your 
designs, streamline your workflows, and provide you with a sharper 
competitive advantage.

Book your free trial of VU.CITY

Seeing is believing.

https://www.vu.city/trial
https://www.vu.city/trial
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